February 2, 2015
To: Members of the Business and Labor Committee
From: Aubrey Mancuso, Policy Coordinator
Re: Support for LB 494
Nebraska is a state that values family and work. We support LB 494 because this
bill is consistent with these values. We believe that individuals working full time
should be able to meet all of their basic needs without assistance.
The policy of paying tipped workers a separate minimum wage was originally
enacted in 1966 and at that time the tipped minimum wage was 50% of the
regular minimum wage, which is what LB 494 attempts to restore. When the
minimum wage was raised federally in 1996, the tipped minimum wage was
decoupled from full minimum wage and frozen at the level originally established
in 1991, $2.13/hour. In light of federal inaction on tipped minimum wage, states
have taken the initiative on updating the tipped minimum wage and thirty-three
states and the District of Columbia have a tipped minimum wage higher than
Nebraska’s current wage of $2.13/hour. In fact, 7 states even require that full
minimum wage is paid to tipped employees.1
Our current tipped minimum wage overly relies on consumers and the
protections for workers who don’t make the full minimum wage after tips are
limited. Current rules rely on the employee to notify the employer if they have
received less than minimum wage in a “workweek”, where a “workweek” is
defined as any fixed and regularly recurring 168-hour period. The volatility of
schedules for tipped workers creates challenges in determining if the
requirement has been met. It also leaves the income of tipped workers highly
unpredictable.
It is a common misconception that the majority of food and beverage servers are
teenagers. According to the Bureau of Labor and Statistics, the median age
nationally of those working in food and beverage service is 28.6 and 59% of these
workers are age 25 or older.2 In addition, according to another national report,
about 40% percent of tipped workers have children.3
A national report also found higher poverty rates among tipped workers and that
tipped workers were more likely than other workers to rely on public assistance
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programs to supplement low wages, with 46% of tipped workers receiving some form of federal
assistance.4
We believe that LB 494 would be a step toward ensuring that more working Nebraska families can make
ends meet and we encourage the committee to advance the bill.
Thank you.
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